
How are these people How are these people 
connected to Leeds?connected to Leeds?

• • Alice PorterAlice Porter
• • William PottsWilliam Potts
• • Henry PriceHenry Price

Who was Edward Who was Edward 
Sheldon?Sheldon?

Why is Elizabeth Why is Elizabeth 
Beecroft important?Beecroft important?

What did Celia Fiennes What did Celia Fiennes 
think of Leeds?think of Leeds?

    ... FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN LEEDS... FOR ANYONE INTERESTED IN LEEDS

AN ESSENTIAL REFERENCE WORK ...AN ESSENTIAL REFERENCE WORK ...

Find out the answers, and more, in this 350 page volume 
of biographies of people who have made Leeds and the 
surrounding area famous.

More details and how to order your copy overleaf.



Leeds history is today attracting the interest of an increasing number of its citizens and 
the city is a never ending treasure trove of material, some of it historically important, 
some just fascinating. Crucial to all such work are reliable reference sources, ideally 
bringing together the key facts and fi gures into convenient and accessible formats. 
David Thornton is himself a leading Leeds historian with a string of books to his name. 
In addition to his own research he also accomplishes the massive task of compiling 
basic reference works on Leeds local history. The fi rst of these, Leeds - A Historical 
Dictionary of People, Places and Events, appeared in 2013 and immediately became an 
indispensable source book for researchers and writers as well as being a book to dip 
into to check a fact or to discover lesser known stories. 

Dr Thornton has now put his lifetime of research into a companion volume, Leeds 
- A Biographical Dictionary, containing over 900 biographies of Leeds men and 
women from the Leeds Mummy c.1100 BCE right through to the present day. This 
is the fi rst time for 150 years that there has been a single volume providing key facts 
and important material on the individuals who have made Leeds famous. At over 
350 pages, it is an essential reference work for historians, journalists and all those 
interested in the history of Leeds down the ages.

How to order Leeds - a Biographical Dictionary
ISBN 978-0-9930909-7-4

• Each copy costs £19.99 plus postage and packing. 
• Please return the reply slip below, with a cheque made payable to Beecroft 
Publications. (You can also ring or email us for an invoice - see below)

• You can also order online via Amazon. Just go to: www.amazon.co.uk/
dp/0993090974 (The price on Amazon looks slightly diff erent to off set the fact that they 
charge less than the real cost for posting - but the total is the same)

If you would like multiple copies, please contact us and we will calculate costs and let you 
know the price (info@beecroftpublications.co.uk) or 0113 257 6232. 
See also: www.beecroftpublications.co.uk

l would like to order a copy of David Thornton's Leeds - A Biographical Dictionary.

I enclose a cheque for £19.99 and will collect my copy from the address below

I enclose a cheque for £25 (£19.99 plus £5.01 p&p), please post to me

Name

Address

Return to: Liz Bee, Beecroft Publications, 72 Waterloo Lane, Bramley, Leeds LS13 2JF


